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The nonlinear boundary value problem
ex" +F(tJx,x,,€) = 0, 0 ^ t 4 1,
a x(0,e) + ta2x'(0,£) = oC ,
b1 X(1 ,e) + b2x'(l ,e) = /3 ,
is examined under the hypothesis that an approximate solution u(t,s)
exists in the sense that
Eu" + P(t,u,u',£) = H(t,e) + H*(t,E), 0 ^ t ^ 1
where H( t, f.) = O(^), H*(t,t) = 0(t e ) = 0(e),
t
/=/(t,£)=J /*(s,e)ds with /'(t,E) such that P ,(t,u,uje) =
/•(t,E) + 0(e) ,
and m is a parameter ( ^ 1) independent of both t and £ . Under
certain assumptions it is proved that for all sufficiently small £ > 0,
the above boundary value problem possesses a solution x(t,e) such that
x - u = 0(^) and x' - u' = 0(^> $)
where S = l(t,s) = 1 + ~ e if m > 1,
1/, /(t,e.)N -j6(t,e)/c
= 1 + ^-(1 + r e' ' )e //0 if m = 1 .
An example is given showing the construction of an approximate solution
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We shall be concerned with the boundary value problem 1^,
consisting of the non-linear ordinary differentia,! equation
(1.0) £x" + p(t,x,x',£) = 0, 0 ^ t 1
and the boundary conditions
(1.1) a1 x(0,t) + £a2 x'(0,&) = ot(s-) ,
(1.2) b1 x(l,e) + b2x'(l,e.) = /3(c) ,
where £ is a small positive parameter. Two aspects of
make it worthy of study. The first concerns the existence of
solutions. Coddington and Levinson [2] have furnished an example
of a boundary value problem of the type P£ (with F = x + x' ,
a^ = b^ = 15 a^ = b2 = 0 and oC and (i independent of t) for which a
solution exists only if c is greater than a certain bound depending on
(3 I • Thus the continued existence of solutions as £. -* 0 is an
important aspect of any investigation of P^ . The second aspect
concerns the behaviour of solutions as £ 0 . If the limit
lim x(t,&)
e-> 0+
exists we would expect it, where it is differentiable, to satisfy the
reduced (or degenerate) differential equation
(1.3) F(t,u,u',0) = 0 .
But, because of the reduction in the order of the differential equation,
we would expect a solution u(t) of (1.3) to satisfy both (reduced)
boundary conditions only exceptionally. Thus x will approach its
limiting value non-uniformly. To illustrate the situation consider
the problem consisting of the non-linear differential equation
(1.5) Ex" + xx1 = 0, 0 ^ t ^ 1
and the boundary conditions
(1.6) x(0,t) = xq , x(1,e) = x1 .
Since/
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Since the problem.is non-linear,, the dependence of the solution on
its boundary conditions is non-trivia'l, so that apparently slight .
changes in xq and may result in important changes in the
qualitative nature of x.
Firstly we take xq = 0 and x^ = 1, and obtain a solution
in the form
(1.7) x(t,a) = A tanh with A tanh ™ = 1
Setting £,= 0 in (1.5) we obtain the degenerate equation
u u' = 0 ,
with the. solution u = c (a constant) . Letting H 0+ in
(1,7) we deduce
lim x(t,g) = 1, 0 < t ^ 1 .
£.-7 0+
Thus choosing c = 1 we have x(t,t)-^u(t) as £->0, 0 < t $ 1 .
We notice that the degenerate solution only satisfies the boundary
condition at t = 1. The situation is shown in figure 1.
u(t) may be regarded as a uniform approximation to x(t,e) , in the
sense that I x-u I = 0(£ ) , in a domain 0 < t $ t £ 1 , with tQ
independent of g . The domain 0 < t < t where it ceases to be a
uniform approximation is called the "boundary layer", after Prandtl's
boundary layer theory for the singular perturbation problems arising
in/
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in viscous flow. Such a boundary layer may occur at either end of
the interval.
Next, we take x = -1 and x, = +1, and obtain'
o 1
x(t,g) = A tanh (y™( t-y) ) with A tanh = 1
Here the boundary layer has broken away from the end of the interval
to give a "shock layer", as shown in figure 2.
figure 2
Lastly, we take xq = +1 and x^ = -1 , and obtain
x(t,e) = A tan (■^(-2-t) ) with A tan = 1 .
Here as £ becomes small x converges to the degenerate solution
u = 0, 0 < t < 1; but in this case we have "corner layers" at both
ends of the interval as shown in figure 3.
figure 3/
figure 3
Thus even in a simple problem a variety of phenomena occur. We
notice that in each case discussed above x(t,£) has an essential
singularity in £ at 4=0. This is a characteristic feature of
such singular perturbation problems.
Problems of the type P£ have been discussed by various authors
under varying assumptions. Coddington and Levinson [2] considered
problems in which
(1.8) F(tix,x',fc) = f(t,x)x' + g(t,x)
(1.9) and x(0,e) =o(, x(l,&) - (3> with qL,{3 independent of £.
They assumed that the reduced equation
f(tju)u1 + g(t,u) = 0
has a solution on [0,1 ] with u(l) =a , that f(t,x) >, k > 0 ,
and that f and g are of class in a region of the (t,x)-plane
which includes the graph of the degenerate problem (tsu(t)) and the
point (CboC) . They proved that (1.0) with (1 .8) has a unique solution
V
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x(t,£) satisfying (1.9) and that x(t,e) ^ u(t), x'(t,£) -V u'(t) as
£40 uniformly on any subinterval 0 < % <: t ,< 1 .
In a later paper Haber and Levinson [ 11] obtained similar results
for the problem
(1.10) ex" + F(t,x,x,,e) = 0 , 0 ^ t ^ 1
(1 .11 ) with x(0,£) = o(, x(1 ,Z.) = (3
where o(,, (3 are independent of £ and the degenerate equation admits
a solution of the form
u = g(t) 0 4 t N< tQ
= h('fc) t^ .< t 4 1 ,o
with g(0) = oi , h(l) =(0 , g(tQ) = h(tQ) but g'(to) < h»(tQ) .
Here it is assumed that F, F and F . are of class in a suitable
x x
region of (t,x,x', £,) - space, and that
Fxi(t,g(t), g'(t), 0) < 0 0 < t ^ tQ,
Px,(t,h(t), h'(t), 0) > 0 tQ $ t £ 1,
and F(tQ, uQ,y,0) < 0 uo = u(tQ), g'(t0) < y < h'(t0) •
Wasow [20] investigated a slightly more general form of the
problem considered by Coddington and Levinson, allowing f and g (see 1.
to depend on £ . Under the additional assumptions that f and g are
2
analytic in x and £. and of class C in t, he gave a constructional
method for the representation of the solution in terms of convergent
and asymptotic series. More precisely Wasow showed that x(t,e)
possesses a convergent expansion in powers of e } with
t
/(t) = fQ f(s,u(s),0)ds, whose coefficients are functions of t and £
having asymptotic expansions in powers of £ . Co-incidentally his
work furnished a new existence proof. An important aspect of this
work was that it provided a clearer vie?/ of the analytical nature of
x(t?£) and this was pursued further by Erdelyi [7?8], Erdelyi was
able to relax the differentiability and analyticity conditions, and




a linear function of x' by the condition ~ F . , be bounded.J £ x'x'
Considering the problem (1.12),(1.13), allowing ok and (i to depend
on £ , Erdelyi proved that if the degenerate equation
F(tjUjU*,0) = 0
possesses a solution u such that u(l) = ^3(o), and if
U(0) - u(0)| < yu- where is a bound independent of £. , then
for all sufficiently small £>0 (i .10), (1.11) possesses a solution
x(t,&), and for this solution
X = u + 0(e) + )
x* =u» + 0(e) + 0(1 t)/£ )
hold uniformly for 0 4 t 4 1 . Here
t
/(t) = /Q Fx, (b,u(b), u'(s), 0)ds
where F ,(t,u(t), u'(t),0) is assumed to be non-zero and positive on
[0,1], so thqt /(t) is an increasing function of t. (Ensurihg the
occurrence of a boundary layer at t = 0).
Subsequently Harris [12], Macki [17] and Willett [21] replaced
the single second order equation (1.10) by a system of first order
equations and studied more general boundary conditions than (1 .11) .
In particular Macki discussed the system
(1.12) = f(t,x,y,f) ,
fff = g(t3x,y,e) ,
(1.13) with a1x(0s£) + a2y(0,e) =oC(e), ^x(1 ,£ ) + b2y( 1 ,£ ) =/8 (e) .
Wien this problem is specialised to that considered by Erd^lyi, by
setting a2 = b2 = 0, a-] = b^ = 1 and f(t,x,y,s) = y , Macki's
assumptions are more restrictive than those of [8], If we simply
set f(t,x,y,e.) = y, so that we are effectively considering (1.10)
subject to (1.13) with y = x', Macki's results give the estimates
x(t,s) = u(t) + 0(£) + 0(£n+''q) ,
x' (t, £ ) = u' (t) + o(k) + 0(£ne"t//£)5
for 0 4 t 4 1, where u(t) is the solution of the degenerate
equation satisfying the condition b^u(l) + b0u'(l) = ^3 (0)
and/
and m and q are defined by
m = 0 if / 0,
= -1 if ag = 0,
q = q(b2,t3e) = e"t//f + = e""1^ if b2 / 0,
= e if = 0 .
More recently Willett [22] reconsidered the problem (1.10), (1.11)
from a new standpoint, and obtained results which make it possible,
under certain conditions, to assess the validity of a tentative
approximation u(t,c) to its solution. Subsequently Erdelyi [9]
clarified and extended Willett's results. He showed that if u(t,$)
is an approximate solution of the boundary value problem (1.12), (1.13)
in the sense that
<*(e) - u(o,E) = 0(y) , (3(e) - u(i,c) = 0(7)
and
gu" + F(t,u,u',e) = H(t,t) + H*(t, e)
with H = 0 (y) , H* = 0( £ ^ y e m >. 1 and independent of t
and £ , ^. =y ( g) = 0( £.) and
/ = /(t G) = /ofc /'(s,G)ds, /'(t,£) = Fx,(t,u(t,£),u'(t,£),£) + 0(e) ,
then, for all sufficiently small e> 0, the problem (1. 1 0), (1 .11 ) has
a solution x such that
x - u = 0(y), x* - u' = 0(r.l) ,
C " " "n > 1 >with S = $(t,e) = 1 + *~ e A(t,£)/e if m > -|
= 1 + 1(1 + ALLll) e-At'£-)/e if m _ 1 #
The theorem stated and proved in later chapters is a natural
development of [9] to cover the problem P .
C.
Results of the nature outlined above enable us to consider
separately methods for constructing approximate solutions. Several
methods have been proposed for obtaining uniform asymptotic expansions
for the solutions of singular perturbation problems under varying degrees
of generality and rigour. As we cannot expect to obtain a uniform
asymptotic expansion in the classical (Poincarcf) sense, we employ 'general
asymptotic expansions'. We use an asymptotic sequence j
often/
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{n t£ | , as a 'scale' or 'gauge', and we say that a function
F(s) has an asymptotic expansion with respect to this scale
if F(c) - F (£.) = o(Mit(s) ) for each N . Tito types ofx n<N n N '
methods for obtaining such expansions have been identified by Cole [4],
one he terms 'limit process expansions', the other 'two-variable
expansions'. The method of matched expansions developed by Kaplun and
Lagerstrom [i3]» Erdelyi [6], Van Dyke [19]? Fraenkel [10] and others
is typical of the former, and the methods developed by Cole and
Kevorkian [3], Cochran [1], O'Malley [18] and others are typical of the
latter. We will give here a brief description of both techniques
using the example (1.5), (1«6) with xq = U, x^ as an illustration.
In chapter 3 we will apply the two-variable technique to an example of
the type Pg, a new application of the method.
Suppose the solution of (1.5)? has an asymptotic expansion
u(h,t) of the form
f3"
u(t,£) = 1— u (t)£n with u(1,£) = x. -B .v ' '
n=o n ' \ ■> / 1 '
Further suppose this 'outer expansion' is valid on 0 < S $ x < 1 with
S such that £/£ ■> 0 as £ 0+ . Formal substitution of u into
the differential equation (1.5) for x yields
H U" e n+1 + (Hu e n)( Hu' £n) = 0 ,n v n /v n ' 5
and equating to zero the coefficients of powers of £ we obtain
u u' = 0
o o
u" + u u! + u.u' = 0 ,
0 o 1 1 o '
u" + u u' + u„u' + u.u! = 0 ,1 o 2 2 o 11 '
etc., with u (1) = /3 and u (1) = 0 , n > 1, to meet the condition
o ' n '
u(1 ,£) = p, . Integrating we obtain
uQ(t) = , un(t) = 0, n >, 1 ,
and our outer solution is simply
u(t,t) = (b .
Next we obtain an inner expansion which will be valid in the
boundary layer region and will satisfy the condition at t = 0 .
To/
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To do this we follow Prandtl's idea and use a 'stretching transform¬
ation' t= t(t,£) which transforms the differential equation into
one in which the higher-order derivatives dominate. A suitable
stretching in this case is t = t/e , so that the differential
equation becomes
»• •
x + x x = 0
where (') denotes ( ) . We now suppose that x has an "inner
expansion" w(t,t) of the form
OO
w(sr,E) = )_ w (t)enx ' 7
n=o n '
with w(0,s) =i^, and that this expansion is valid for t=€f=0(l) .
Substitution into the differential equatioh followed by the equation
of coefficients of powers of to zero yields
• • • r\
w + w w =0
0 oo
w, + w w. + w w, = 0
1 o 1 o 1
w0 + w w0 + w w0 + w. w, = 0 ,Z o Z o Z 11
etc., with w (0) = o( , w a(0) = 0, n 5, 1, to meet the condition
w(0,e) = =< . Integrating these equations and. using the con¬
ditions imposed at t = 0 gives
AT .
w = A tanh (—2— + B ) , with B = tanh ™
00 v 2 o o Aq '
r 1 Aft j 9 A ft
W1 = A1[T" tanh(-2» + Bq) + 2) sech2 (-§- + Bq) ]
o A
o
etc.. Each term in our inner expansion contains one undetermined constant
of integration. This constant is fixed by 'matching' our inner and
outer expansions. If the domains of validity of the inner and outer
expansions 'overlap', in the domain of overlap the difference
|u(t,t) - w(t,e) | tends to zero as £ o, thus determining the
unknown constants in the inner solution. This may be formalised with
the aid of an "intermediate limit". We set t = yT where y (c) 0
£
while — ) Oj 0, and define the y -limit of a function
= lim a(t,£) with T fixed; such a limit is
£ -4 0+
called an intermediate limit. Then in the domain of overlap
liiq/
a(t,£.) as lim a(t,s)
10
lira | u-w | = 0
u and w obtained above we find
Applying this to
A = ft and A = 0 , n > 1 .
r> ' n 'o '
Thus w = ft tanh(^|~ + / ) , where X = tanh —
and w = 0 n x 1 .
V)n
Having completely determined both inner and outer expansions,
we construct a composite expansion Y/hich we hope will be uniformly
valid on 0 x< t 1 . We do this by adding together the inner and
outer expansions and subtracting their common part c.p.(u,w), i.e.
We may obtain the common part of u and w either by setting t = zx
in the outer expansion or by setting X = t/e in the inner expansion.
In our example this process is particularly simple since u(&t) = ft ,
The fundamental concepts of matched asymptotic expansions have
been re-examined in depth in recent papers by Lagerstrom [16] and
Eckhaus [5]. Because the technique sketched out above is difficult
and laborious in some applications, simplifying modifications have
been proposed. In particular the 'asymptotic matching principle'
proposed by Van Dyke [19] eliminates the use of intermediate limits.
Its validity has been discussed in detail by Fraenkel [10],
We turn now to the second technique for the construction of
approximate solutions, the two-variable method. It is difficult to
ascertain the precise origin of the idea of introducing two independent
variables in the development of an approximate solution. Kevorkian
[14] suggests that Cole originally proposed the idea of explicitly
using two independent variables but he does point out that the idea is
implicit in the much earlier 'method of averaging' developed by Krylov
and Bogoliubov [15] •* Kevorkian and Cole developed the method for
various initial value problems. Cochran [1] also developed a
two-variable/
vIndeed this goes back to Poincare's original work.
x(t,£ ) rv u + w - c.p.(u,w)
and
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two-variable method and applied it to various problems including the
boundary value problems
£ x" + xx' - x = 0, 0 < t <c 1, x(0) = o<, x(1 ) = (3 ,
and
£ x' - (■§■- t)x' - x = 0, 0 $ t ^ 1 , x(0) =c< 3 x(1 ) = (3 .
We will apply the technique to the problem considered before. We pose
CO
x(ts£)rv x (t,x)&n' n=o n '
where X = x(t,e) is a boundary layer coordinate and in this case
t - t/& is a suitable choice. The formal substitution of the
series for x into the differential equation (1.5) yields
x~ t 2 1 v n+1 V nw 1 \ n .
/ (.x , , + — x ,_+-n- x __) +/xy x , + - x J £ = 0ntt €. ntl n<— nt £ nr'
where the subscripts t, X denote partial differentiation. Equating
the coefficients of powers of £ to zero gives
x + x x = 0 ,
ozt o ot
x. + (x x. ). + 2x + x x , = 0 .1rr v o 1 'x ott o ot '
x_ + (x x„) + 2x, , + x , ,+ x. x. + x X...+ x. x , = 0 ,2rr x o 2'~c 1 tr ott 1 1t o 1t. 1 ot '
etc. . To meet the boundary conditions at t = 0 and t = 1, we
impose the conditions x (0,0) = d% , xQ0 s°°) = fi» xn(050) =
x (l,eo) = 0, n 1 . Integrating the first of these partial
differential equations we obtain
XQ(t/£) = UQ(t) tanh(-g- UQ(t)*c+ VQ(t) )
where u (t), v0(t) are arbitrary functions of t arising from the
two integrations with respect to X . We shall see below that
U(o(t) is the first term of the outer expansion obtained before.








+ £_ ujr + vQ' + u, ^ tanh (¥ uT + vq ) .
Since we require x. (t3t) to be a bounded function of % , the
arbitrary/
arbitrary function uo(i0 niust be such that u' = 0 . We also
require x (1,») = ^> which implies u 0) - (3 • Thus uq is
completely determined u =/3,0<t<1. X is essentially a
boundary layer coordinate so that we would expect x(t,£) to depend
on —*C exponentially. Indeed we would expect
po 00
n ii
TL x (t,T)£ L- u (t)£ (the outer expansion)
n=o nv ' n=o nx ' v * '
and r j. ~\ n'z: x
n=o n0T xri(t'r)e ) 0
as T •*> co . These imply that
x (t;x) -> u (t) and x (tpc) 0
n ' n nc
as foo . Inspecting the expression for x^(tsTr) above we
deduce that (t) = 0 and hence vQ(t) = Y a constant such that
x (°, 0) = ok . Thus xo(t/c.) is completely determined
x^ = ft tanh (-$(SX + X) with X = tanh ^ f
while the expression for x^ becomes
2
^ - /3 ("gu/t + ) sech (|- jg-c + Y) + u^ tanh(•§-(3^ + y) .
The arbitrary functions u^(t), (t) are determined at the next
step in the construction of the approximation in the same way as
u , v were found above. We find then that u.' = 0 and v' = 0,o' o 1 1 *
and using the boundary conditions we obtain u^(t) = 0 and v^ (t) = 0,
so that x^(t,?:) = 0 . Indeed all subsequent terms are identically
zero. Thus we obtain again the approximation
x(t,£) tanh (~2fT + ^) •
The Linear Differential Equation
In the proof of the result stated in the next chapter we will
regard solutions of
(2.0) £ x" + P(t,x,x',&) = 0
as non-linear perturbations of suitable linear differential equations.
We list here some standard results concerning the solutions of linear
equations and derive some specialised results for use in chapter 4.
Order symbols, such as 0(g), 0(1), involve £. =* • 0+, and will be
understood to hold uniformly in t, 0 4 t ^ 1.
Consider the differential equation
(2.1) £V" + p(t,c)V« + q(t,e)V = 0 , 0 < t * 1 .
We assume (i) 0 < z < z0 ;
(ii) p(t,e) = /'(t,e) +ep1(t,e) ;
(iii) /(0j£) = 0, /'(t,£) > 0 , / twice continuously
differentiable with respect to t, and 1//', /" = 0(1) as
£ 0+ ;
(iv) p.(t,E), q(t,e) are continuous in t for each
fixed £ and > q = 0(1) as £ 0+ .
We set
(2.2) ^(t) = = /t q(s,€)//'(s,£) ds j
O
(2.3) x(t) = x(t, s) = f * (q(s,e) - P^Sjg) )/ /'(s,e) ds ;
(2.4) 6(s,t) = (/(s,c) - /(t,e) ) /£ .
We note that ^' = 0(1) , and sgn 9(s,t) = sgn (s-t) .
Let VA, Vg, K(t,s) be those solutions of (2.1) such that
(2.5) vA(o) = 1 , vA«(o) = -f'(0) ;
(2.6) VB(1) = - , VB'(1) - /'(l)e"^(l)/£ J




Then usihg the methods outlined in [9] we obtain
(2.8) VA(t) = + 0(£), VA'(t) = -i^,(t)e~^t^ + 0(£) ;
(2.9) VB(t) = £e^(t)/E{e%(t)+ 0(C)}, VB'(t)=/«(t)e^(t)/£{e:t(t)+0(£)} j
(2.10) K(t.s) = Vs) " Vt) Vs)
£{Va(8)Vb,(8)-Va.(8)Vb(8S
1 %(t)-x(s)+ e(s,t)(l +0(e + e^-^+ofc),
•(s) /'(s)
Kt(t,°)4M e^W'.od).
Let V^(t,e), V?(t,e) be the solutions of the homogeneous equation
(2.1) satisfying
(2.11) V1'(0,£)=0, b^O,?) + b^ »(l,e) = 1 ;
(2.12) aiv2(o,f) + £ a2v2'(o,&) = 1, b^O^) + b2v2'(i,e) = 0 .
We may write in terms of V/, VB
V1 = Al\ + B1VB ' v2 = A2VA + B2VB >
where = -V^ (0, £)/ A1 , B1 =VA'(o,e)/A1 ,
A1 = VA«(0)(b1VB(l) + b2VB'(l)) -V2'(0)(b1VA(l)+b2VA'(l)) ,
A2 = (b1VB(l) + b2VB»(l))/A2, B2=-(b1VA(l) + b2VA»(l))/A2,
A2 = (a1VA(0)+£a2VA»(0))(b1VB(l) + b^O) ) -
(b1 VA( 1) + b2VA»(l) ) (aiVB(0) +Ca2VB«(0) ) .
Under the additional assumptions
(v) ai, a2, b1, b2 = 0(1) j
(vi) [a^ - a2 /'(0,£)]"1 = 0(1) ;
(vii) [bj - b2q(l,e)/ /'(1,€)]"1 = 0(1) j
we obtain
V^t^) , V1«(t,£) = 0(1) , and
(2.13) V2(t,£) = 0(e"^t^€) + 0(-» e~^(l)/£),V2'(t,£)=:0(~e"^t^£) .
Further let us denote by ^ f and ^2^f those solutions of
the inhomogeneous differential equation




(2.15) (T,f)'(0) = 0 , b1(T1f)(l) + = A j
(2.16) ai(T2f)(0) + ?a2(T2f)'(0) =/x , b1(T2f)(l)+ b2(T2f)'(l) =0 .
Here f, \ may depend on £ . Explicitly
(2.17) (T1f)(t)= [A-/1Jb1K(lss)+b2Kt(l,s)j f( sjds^ (t) +/^ K(t,s)f(s)ds;
(2.18) (T2f)(t)= [)+.+ /1o{aiK(0;s)+Ca2Kt(0?s)}f(s)ds]V2(t)-/1o K(t. s)f(s)ds.
From (2.10) we note that:
K(t,s) 0(l)ds, J1" K,(t,s) 0(1 )da = 0(1),
o o ^
and /1K(t,s)0(e~m^^S^//s )ds5 £/1Kt(t,s)0(e"m^S^ )ds
t t
= 0 (fe ^^^) if m > 1 ,
= 0(e~^t^//£ ) if m = 1 .
Using these results and assuming that (v), (vi) and (vii) hold,
we obtain for any *j = yj (z)
(2.19) T1A 0(y) , (T1X0(?))« = 0(A) +0(v}) ,
(2.20) T2^0(^e"m^)= 0(}*-(e~^£+j e 1 ^ ))+0(&y (e~^S + 1^ ) ),
e(T2^0(^ e"^/8))* = 0(/a e"^ ) + 0(£^ e~^£ ) if m > 1 ,
and
( 2.21 ) T^Ofy e~^/f ) = 0(f*(e~^ + ~ e~^( 1 ^ ) ) + Ofy (e"^ + ~e~^1 ^ ) ) ,
E (T2i0(ye'^ ) )» = 0(he"^) + 0(sys~^E) .
We shall also need a finer estimate than (2.21) having the form
(2.20) . It is
(2.22) T2(i0(,e"^f) = 0(K(e"^ +1 e"^1^) )+ 0(?((£^)e"^+ f"/(1 ^ ) ,
(2.23) (T^Ofy e~^e ))» = 0(f.(e~^ )) + 0(^ +j6)e~^£ ) ■+ 0(| e~^ 1 )/e) .
To obtain these results we re-write (2.18) as
(T2f)(t)= [p.-/1 f aiVA(0)+Fa2VA'(0)j VB(s)f(s)w(s) ds ] Vg(t)
+A2VA(t) / fa^O) +fa2VB'(0)}VA(s) W(s)f(s) ds
+B2VB(t) /'10{alV°) + a2VB,(0) lVA(s) W(s)f(s)ds-/VA(s)VB(t)w(s)f(s)ds
+ J* VA(s)VB(t) W(s) f(s) ds + f1 VA(t) VB(s) W(s)f(s) ds ,
where/
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where W(t,t) = { C(VA( t)VB'(t) - VA'(t)VB(t) ) } ~ ' = 0(~ t)/e ) ,
Now B2 £a1VB(0)+ Ea2VB'(0)} -1 = - ( a^O) + (0) ) A2 ,
where A2 = 0(^ e ^ ^ ) , and we deduce that
(2.24) V3(t,e) = A2[(aiVB(0)+ £a2VB»(0))VA(t)-(aiVA(0) + £a2VA«(0))VB(t)]
= C( e~^1 ^) .
Thus Tgf = yu.V2 - + I2V3 + I3VB + I4VA , where
I1 = /1 IaiV0) +Sa2VA'(0)} VBWfdS ' X2 = /1 VAWfdS' I3 = /tvAWfds
O . ' 0 o
and I. = / W f ds .
"fc
With f = 0( r> e } we obtain
l1=0(€y) , I2 = 0(-|-) , I3 = 0(9//£) and 1^ = 0(9 E e~^£) ,
and these relations together with (2.8), (2,9), (2.13) and (2.24)
yield (2.22). (2.23) follows in a similar manner.
The Non-linear Differential Equation: Assumptions and Main Result
We now formulate precisely the assumptions about . F(t,x,y,s)
will often be abbreviated to F(x,y) and its partial derivatives will be
denoted by subscripts. Order symbols such as o(l) and 0(e
will be understood to hold uniformly in t for 0 ^ t ^ 1 as £ -> 0+ .
u(t,t) is an "approximate solution" of P in the sense that
(3.0) £u" + F(t,u,u',£) = H(t,e) + H*(t,r)
and (3.1) °UO - a1u(0,e) - Sa2u'(0,f) = 0(7)
(b(e) - blU(l,£) - b2u'(l,f) = 0(?)
where (3-2) H = 0(7), H* = 0( £ ^ y e ) f yj is a given (small)
function of £ , / = /'(s,e)ds with /#(t,&) such that
o
F (t,u,u',£) = /'(t,e) + 0(e) , and m is a parameter independent
of both t and g. . We will often refer to u(t,t) as an approximate
solution of and will abbreviate it to u(t) or even u .
The splitting of (3.0) into two parts may appear to be somewhat
artificial, especially as the 'boundary layer error' term H* involves
exp(-//g) where / itself depends on u„ However this type of
approximation does occur in practice. For example, from Erd^lyi's
(1962) paper [8] and Macki's result [17] we would expect the crudest
type of approximation to the solution of
£x" + x' + xN+1 = 0 subject to (1.1) and (1.2) ,
to take the form
(3.3) u(t,e) = uQ(t) + Ae"t//e
where uo("0 the solution of the degenerate problem,
uQ' + uqN+1 = 0, b1 uq( 1 ) + b2uQ'(l) = (3{0) ,
and A = ("<.(0) - a^uo(0))/(a^-a2) . The substitution of u into
the left handside of the differential equation yields
(3.4) £u" + u' + u^"+'' = 0(e) + 0(e ^ ) .
In this example F (u,u) = 1 , so that vire may choose /(t,t) = t ,
and thus (3.4) may be written in the form (3.0) .
Not/ 17
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Not all first approximations will take the exact form (3.3).
For example, a first approximation to the solution of
£x" + xx' - x = 0 subject to (1.1) and (1.2) ,
is, for certain values of U and
u(t) = uQ(t) tanh(t u0/(2t) + c) where uG(t) = t-1+ (p
is the solution of the degenerate problem and c is a constant such that
a^u(o) + £a^u'(o) = o{+ 0 (e) .
With this approximation
(3.5) fu" + uu' - u = 0(E) + 0(e~tUo//f) .
In this example F (u,u') = u(t,£) , so that we may choose
/'(t,£) = u(t,£) . Since uQ(t) > u(t) for 0 <: t ^ 1,
u(s,e)ds <: uG(s)ds ^ t u0(t) there, and we have that
o
^ / 0 //
e ° ^ e . Thus (3.5) may also be written in the
standard form.
The problem differs from that considered by Macki [17] not
only in that the equivalent system of differentia.1 equations is
slightly more simple than the one he considers (under more restrictive
assumptions than ours), but also in that the boundary condition at
t = 0 is different, £a^ x'(0) replacing Macki's a^y(0) .
While it is possible to obtain a similar result to the one presented
here for the problem Macki poses (with y = x'), the result so
obtained is considerably more complicated. Lastly while Macki assumes
a^, ag, b^, to be independent of £ , here we allow them to be
bounded functions of £ .
We set (i) ^(t,g) =Fy(u,u') =/'(t,e) +&p1(t,e) ,
(ii) q(t,£) = Fx(u,u') ,
(iii) l(t,e) = 1 + ~ e )/q if m > 1,
= 1 + i(1 +^nh)e-/(t,ok if m = 1 >
(iv) for a fixed <5 > 0 ,
SDs= {(t,x,y,f) | 0 $ t $ 1 ^ (x-u(t)i<S, |y-u*(t){ < i 5(t,f ),0 <£<S0 ^ .
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Assumptions
(A) For each positive £ <eQ , u(t,£) is a twice continuously
differentiable function of t .
(B) For some positive S, F(t,x,y,£) is defined in and has
there the partial derivatives F , F , F . F . F and Fx' y' xx' xy' yx yy
Further, for each fixed £ , F and its first and second order partial
derivatives are continuous functions of t, x and y.
(C) (i) above holds with p.|(t,£.) = 0(1) and /'(t,£.) a continuously
— 1
differentiable positive function of t such that (/') and /"
are all bounded.
(d) q( t, £) = 0(1).
-1
(E) F , F and £ F are all bounded•' xx' xy yy
(F) , a^, b^ and b2 are all bounded, with
£&1 - a2 /'(0,£)]~1 = 0(1)
and - b2 q(l,£)//»(l,t)l"1 = 0(1) .
(G-) (3.0), (3.1) and (3.2) hold with m >, 1 and r? = ^(t) = 0(£ ) .
Re suit
If (A) - (G-) hold, then, for all sufficiently small Z> 0, the
boundary value problem P possesses a solution x such that
C
x-u = 0(y) and x'-u' = 0(yS) .
Both the assumptions (excepting (F)) and the result resemble those
of Erd^lyi [9] for the differential equation (1.0) subject to the
boundary conditions x(0,f) = c< , x(1,c) = (3 . The restrictions
placed on the values of a^ , a,-,, b^ and b2 in assumption (F) merit some
discussion. These restrictions are made necessary by the method used
to establish the result; but examples exist which justify such
restrictions. Consider the simple problem of £x" + x' =0 subject to
(1.1) and (1.2) where a^, a2, b^ and b? are independent of Z . Here
F (x,y) = 1 and F (x,y) = 0, so that q(t,g) = 0 and we may choosey x
/'("tjO = 1 T°r all u(t,£) . The restrictions in this case reduce
to/
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to a. ^ a„ and b,/ 0. If either of these conditions is broken there
v 2 r
is no bounded solution to the problem; indeed when b^ = 0 with a^ = 0
there is no solution at all. Another example is furnished in chapter 5
where such restrictions are necessary for the construction of an
approximate solution to a boundary value problem.
The approach to the problem of proof follows an idea developed and
used by Wasow. We first construct a solution x*(t,g) = u(t,£) + v(t,,r)
which satisfies (1.0) and the boundary condition at t = 1 (1.2) . The
functions v and v1 are 0(y) uniformly on 0 <: t < 1, so that x* is
uniformly close to u there. v is usually termed the outer correction.
We then add a correction so that the resulting function x*(t,£)+w(t,e)
is a solution to P£ . w(t,g) is the inner (or boundary layer)
correction, its name reflecting the fact that it is the dominant
correction term close to t = 0 and is negligible elsewhere. Instead
of using power series methods as Waso?/ did, we folio?/ Erd^lyi in using
constructions based on integral equation methods. v is constructed by
'linearising' the differential equation (1,0) around u, and w by
'linearisation' about x* = u + v .
The Outer Correction
We set x* = u + v such that
(4.3) v'(0) = 0, and b1v(l)+b2v'(l) =^(c)-b1u(l)-b2if(l)=/\(c)=0(^) ,
where p = p(t,£) = F (u,u') = /'(t,e) + Sp^M)
By assumptions (C) and (D), p and q satisfy the conditions of
chapter 2, so that we may rewrite (4.2) as the functional equation
(4.0) £ x*" + F(t,x*,x*',E) = H*(t,£)
with (4.1) x*'(0) = u'(0) and b^x*(l) + b2x*'(l) = /3(c) .
Then v satisfies the non-linear equation
(4.2) tv" + pv' + qv = &( t,v, v',£.)
and the boundary conditions
and q = q(t,£) = F (u,u'), as in assumption C,





with X given in (4.3) . We construct v by successive
approximations, through a sequence v^ with v ^ = 0, v =T G . ^or
n = 0,1,2,...., where G = G (t,t) is written for3 ' '
n nv 5 '
&(t,vn(t,«), vn'(t,t),e) .
Since X = 0(y) and G- G(t,0,0,£) = -H(t,e) = 0(y) , it
follows from (2.19) that both vQ and vQ' are 0(y), i.e.
(4.5) lvD(t,c) | , lv0'(t,t)j ^ D;1 y for some independent of
t and .
It also follows from (2.19) (with X = 0), that if
l'f(t,0 - g(t,s) | ^ c(0 ,
then (4.6) j^f-T^j , K^f-^g)') ^ D2C(£) .
By the Mean Value Theorem
&r" Gr-1 = F(u+Vr'u'+Vr')-F(^+vr_1,u,+vr_1 ■)-Fy(u,u')(vr,-vr_1')
- Fx(u,u')(vr-vr_1)
= [Fx(u+vI,u,+vI') - Fx(u,u')](vr-vr_1 ) +
[F^u+v^u'+v^) - Fy(u,u')](vr'-vr_1«) ,
where vT = >v +(l-y)v , , v' =vv ' + (l-u)v . ' for someI r v ' r-1 'I r v ' r-1
V , 0 < V < 1 . Applying the Mean Value Theorem again to each of the
square brackets yields
G -G = F (v -v . )vT + F (v -v , )v*
r r-1 xxN r r-1' I xyv r r-1' I
+ F (v ' - v .')v_ + F (v '-v ,')vT1 ,
yx r r-1 ' I yyK r r-1 ' I
where F ,F and F ,F are evaluated at certain intermediate
xx xy yx' yy
points. If (tjU+v^u'+v^1 ,z) and (t,u+v^ ^u'+v^ ^',0 are points
in , these intermediate points will also be in 1)^ , and by
assumptions (B) and (E) there is a constant k such that
4 IF I, 4 |F j , 4 k ^ i F j < k . SinceI xx r ixyi' I yy 1
(vI | < max (fvr|,Jvr_1 |) and | v^ [ ^ max ( |vrf | , |vr_1 '] )
deduce that





where <y is the larger of the two quantities
T -v
r r-1v. . , I max ( |vr_1 | , j vp | , Jv^« j. , | vr»|)
and
I V~vr-1 ' f max (l vr-1 I' I vr I' £ IVl '! ' £ iV I > *
We put = 2D^D2k and shall prove by an induction that for
sufficiently small 1
(4"8) I vn I' ivn'l 5 2D1V I V'n-1 I' IV"Vl'l < Dh (DjV)n
for all n . Since ^ 4 0 as £ 4 0+ we can choose £ ^ £. 0
S 1
such that 2D^ y < ^ an<3- ^ < y for 0 < £ < .
It is obvious from (4.5) that (4.8) holds for n = 0. Assume it
holds up to and including n . Then (t,u+v ,u'+vr',£.) is in
for 0 <: r ^ n , and we can form G , 0 ^ r £ n . Then, by (4.7),
1 &n " &n_11 < 2k(D^)2 (Dy?)n , and hence by (4.6)
jv . —v 1 = I T G -T. G- . I < D.w (D-,v?)n+1 since D, = 2D.D0k .I n+1 n 1 I 1 n 1 n-1 ' % 17 v 3 3 12
Similarly lvn+l'~Vn't ^ D1 7 (D37)n+1 • Further
I Vn+1 I = So (vr"vr-l) I $ £M ^ f°r a11 " ^ SinC®
D-^jy < 2 , and also by a similar argument j vn+1'|^ 2D^ to . Thus if
(4.8) holds up to and including n, it holds for n+1 , i.e. it holds
for all n .
CO
It follows from (4.8) that v(t,e) = (vn(^>£)-vn =
lim v (t,£") defines a continuously differentiable function v .
n* co n '
1^ &n(t,e) = G-(t,v(t,?), v'(t,e)3e ) uniformly for 0^ t^ 1
by the continuity of G in v and v', and the uniform convergence of
Vn "k° V an<^" Vn' £° V' ' Similarly using the estimates above we
deduce T^G^ T^G , so that v satisfies the functional equation
v = T^G, and hence the differential equation (4.2) and the boundary
conditions (4.3) . Clearly Jv | , |v'| < 2D^ y .
With this v, x* = u+v is a solution of the boundary value
problem (4.1), and for 0 ^ t <: 1, and 0 < £ <e.^, the point




We now seek a solution of P^L in the form
x = x* + w = u + v + w .
Here w satisfies the non-linear differential equation
(4.9) 6w" + p* w' + q* w = G-*(t,w,w® ,£ )
and the boundary conditions
(4.10) r a^CO, £)+£a2w'(0, ?) =c<(£) - a1x*(05s ) - 6a2x*'(0s£) =/A.(e) = 0(^7) ,
I b1 w(1 ,e ) + b2 w* (1 ,e ) = 0 ,
where p* = p*(t,e) = Fy(t,x*,s*',£) ,
q* = q*(t,e) = Px(t,x*,x*' ,e ) ,
and G-*(t,w,w®, g) = G*(w,w®)
= -H*(t,€)-{F(x,x®)~F(x*,x*:®)-P )w® - .
Now F (u + v, u® + v® ) = F (u,u®)+ vF (u + v , u' + vT® )y^ 5 y xy i 1
+ v® F (u+ vT, u' + v ' )
yy 1 1
where 0 < jvjj< | v | • Since | v |, | v'j 2D^ y and Yj = 0(£) ,
we deduce that p* = /'+ C p^* with /' the same function as in the
previous section and assumption (c). Also
Fx(u+v,u'+v® ) = Fx(u,u® ) + v F (u+Vj,u'+Vj® ) + v' Fyy(u+vJ, u' + vj')
where 0 < vT < v , sn that q*(1, £ ) = q*(l,E) + 0(h) .J
""i
Thus [b^ -b2 q(l,€)//'(1,c)^ being 0(1) under assumption (F)
implies fb^ - b2 q*(l ,f )//^1 ,€ = 0(1). Thus p*,q* and p *
satisfy the conditions imposed on p,q and p^ in chapter 2. With
p*, q* and the appropriate solutions of the linear differential equation.
V*" + p* V*' + q* V* = 0, 0 ^ t ^ 1,
corresponding to (2.1), we form as in (2.16) and (2.18), where
is given by (4.10) and is 0(y) .




(4.11) w = T2* G-* .
We construct w by successive approximation, through a sequence w
with w . = 0 and w = T * G* , for n = 0,1,2,..., where-1 " n 2 n-1 '
Gn = Gn^t,£^ = G'*(t,wn(t,e)wn,(t,t),e) . Here
(4.12) G^ = G*(t,0,0,6) = -H*( t, ?) = 0(e~1y e"^E ) .
It can he proved by successive applications of the mean value theorem
as in the construction of the outer correction v, that
(4.13) | G* - G*^ | < k<r*
where cr* is the larger of
I wr - wr-1I raax( j Wr-11' I wri 'i wr-1'I' I Wr' I >
and
I wr' " wr-1'I max(IWr-1 I' I Wr I' CI Wr-1' I » e IV I ) *
We consider firstly the case m > 1 . Prom (4.12) and (4.10)
we have using the estimates (2.20) and (2.21)
(4.14) | wQ J <D)? £ |Wo»j ^ D*r>e .
We also deduce that for any /A.
|f(t,£) - g(t, e) I < c(e) e~^Z (e"^/£+|- e~^1^6)
implies
(4.15) jT*^f-T*^gj ^ D* 5 C(e )(e~^£ + 1 e ^^ )
and f(T*^f - T*^g)'[ < D* C(t) e"^.
We set D* = 2D* D* k and choose £ * such that
2D* 7 (1+ (e/(l)) 1 ™ and D*>? < ■§• for 0 <£< £.* <£0-
We prove by induction that
ft,I ^2D*? (e~//E+ ? ®-/f(1)/f) . I vi «2D? i r e"//£ > |
(4.16) |v.'n - Viri_1 I ^ D»t)(D| rj)n(e~^c+ j- e_/!'1'A) >
and e | w^' - w^ ^ ' I $ D*y (D| y )n e for all n .
On the induction assumption,
| G* - G# ) ^ k<r*
^ 2k e"1 (D| vj )2(D| y )n e~^E+~ e~^1^ ) ,
so/
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so that |T*^ G* - T*^ G-*_11 $ 2k D*(D* y )2(D* ^ )n(e"^/e+ j
M(T2M&n~T2hGn-1)'i^ 2kD2 (D1? e"^£
t>y (4.15). Putting D* = 2D* D* k and using the same arguments as
in the proof of (4.8), we obtain (4.16) .
Thus for m > 1 we have a solution w of the boundary value
problem (4.9), (4.10) such that
|w| 4 2 D* I) (e~^£ + ~ e"^1^) ,
£ | w'| ^ 2 D* V; e~^e ,
and since for 0 < 2 < min(£^ ,£*) the graph of x* = u + v
is in > "the graph of x = u + v + w is in
Where m = 1 the proof of the result is rather more complicated.
Since G-*^ = 0( z ^ e ) and j^= 0(v? ) , we now have (using(2.22))
(4.17) [wo | > £ | w0' | ^ D* to [(1 + £)e~^ + ~2 e~^^E ]4 / lu + +
instead of (4.14) . Also from(2.22)?re deduce in this case for
| f -g f C(£)e~^£ ,
(4.18) |T*^f-T*^g| , e|(T* Kf-T*^g)« | ^ s.C(e)[(l^)e~^/£+^e"^(l)/<l
In the proof we shall use the inequality
(4.19) [(1 + |)e~//£ +4; e-M/zf < h e^/£
where h = ~ + 2 0 X + «™~~r Y
e
m /of
and X = max (l+x)x2e-x , Y = max x4e~x for x ^ 0
We set D$ = 2hk D* D* and choose £* such that
6 4 5 2
2D* ^(1 + 4(e/(l))~2) < | and D* y < £
for 0 < £ < s 2 an^- prove by induction that
(4.20) |wnM! Wn'N 2 D*? [(l + |)e~^/e+^ e^(l)/^]
lHn"Wn-1 MiV'Vl'l ^Dj9(D^)n[(l + ^)e~//£+~ e~/(1 )/g]
for all n . In the induction process we use (4.19) to show that
(4.20) implies
G-* - &* , ^ k«*
n n-1 I N
< 2k





I T2 Kn ~ T2 Sn-ll ' £ I T2Gn " T2SS-1''I
« 2hk D|(D^)2(D^)n 1(1 + |)e"/A+ 1, e"^1)A]
« (Dlv >n+1 t<1 + ()^/€* i e-^h/£]
using (4-.18), since D| = 2hk D*D* . Otherwise the proof of (4-.20)
closely resembles that of (4-.8) .
Thus for m = 1 we have a solution w of the boundary value
problem (4-.9), (4-. 10) such that
[(1 < | ,w I, £lw'I $ m + ' ' +"^2
and for 0 < £,< min(^,£'|) the graph of x = u + v + w is again
in .
We have now constructed a solution to Pg in the form
x = u + v + w for m ^ 1 . From the estimates for v and w we
deduce that for £ sufficiently small
| x - u j = O(v^) and j x' -u'j = 0(^S)
,Yhere S = 5(t,£) = 1 + J e~ if n > 1 ,
= 1 + ^(1 +lg) e m = 1 .
ber 5
An Illustrative Example
In this chapter we look at an example showing the construction of
an approximate solution in the form of an asymptotic series, and the
raison d'etre of the estimates (3.3) for H and H* and of the
restrictions made in assumption (P). The example chosen is one that
has been discussed by Willett [22] and by Erdelyi [9].
Consider the boundary value problem
(5.0) ex" + x' + x^+1 =0, 0 £ t ^ 1 ,
with
(5.1) a>] x(o,e) + £a2(x'(o,e) = °C(e)
(5.2) b1 x(1,c) + b2 x»(l,e) = (3(z)
where N is an integer independent of & and oC and p admit
OO OO
power series expansions in £ , 0n , /3(f)'vj2I An ^
Here P(t,x,x',e) = x* + x^'+>', so that F^., = 1 and we may choose
/(t) = t for all u(t,e) approximating to the solution of the
problem.
We seek an approximate solution using the two-variable expansion
method developed (independently) by Kevorkian and Cochran . In view of
the fact that the method is relatively new we will give here a fuller
description of the expansion procedure than might have otherwise been
OO
necessary. We pose x(t,fc) £ x (t,t)£ where 13= ic(t,£) is
n=o n
a suitable function of t and £, . While the choice of ~c for a given
problem is not uniquely determined, it is essentially a boundary layer
coordinate. As the boundary layer term in x in the above problem is
0(e ) a natural choice of it in this case is simply T = t/t .
(This choice is re-inforced by the exact solutions in the cases
N = -1 and N = 0). The substitution of the expansions for




(5.3) tY (x + J x _+ x ) £,n + Y (x + ™ x _)£n' o n,tt £ rijt1- n,tty o v n.t t nCcJc, ' r
n,N+1
= 0
(5.4.) a, VV°'°'£n +£a2 ?-(xn,t(0'0) +I Xn,r(°'°))£n = W
OO . CO CO
<5-5) b1 t x„<1't)£n + b2 ? (xn,t(1'?) + 7Xn,x(*l'")en'V ?
Equating the coefficients of powers of £ to zero, we obtain
from (3.3) the partial differential equations
(5'6) xO,Tr + x0,r = 0 '
<5-7> x1,Tr+ 2x0,t*c+ X0jt + X1 ,-c + xof'+1 = 0 '
and for n > 1,
(5-8) x . + x . ^ + x . .. + 2x + xh+1 ,Tt n+1 ,-c n-1,tt n.tt n.t5>
r* fell! xr° xf =0
~i V V—V ° 1
n
where the summation over the r. is such that .25 r. = N+1
x x=o 1
n
and 21 ir. = n . Proceeding similarly with (5.4) and (5.5)? we
i=o 1
deduce that the x^ are subject to the boundary conditions
(5.9) a1 Xq(0,0) + a2 xq^ (0,0) = P(q ,
(5.10) a1 xn(0,0) + a2 xnr(0,0) + ag xn_1jt(0,0) =^ , n >. 1 ,
(5.11 ) b2 XQjT(1 0 ,
(5.12) b1xn(li) + b2Xn)t(1^)+Vn+1)T(l'?^/3n' n ^ 0 •
Here we have anticipated the fact that the boundary condition at
t=0 will be fitted exactly at each step in the approximation
procedure, while at t=1 it will be fitted asymptotically (£ -4 0+)
i.e. we might re-write (5.11) and (5.12) as
(5.13) b x (1,00) = 0,
O. U 5U
(5.14) b1xn(l ,00) + b2xn t(l ,00)+ b2xn+1 ^_(1,») = /5n , n >, 0 .
Integration of (5.6) with respect to "C gives
where/
x (t,r) = u (t) + v (t) e L
o o ' o
T/here UQ("0 and v0(^) are arbitrary functions of t, which we will
determine later. We substitute x (t,x) into (5.7) to obtain the
differential equation for x^
(5.15) x^rr+x1^ = - (u£(t) + uQ(t)N+1)+ (vj(t) - (N+1 )u^ vQ)e~ °
N+1
3^2 v r /vo "o
On integration we obtain
+ \ . „ / + \N+1W / w -b
5- /N+1 v r N+1-r -rT
-
dXp ( r )v u e
Xl(t,t) = Ul(t)+ v1(t)e (u*(t) + UQ(t) ' )r - (v^(t) - (N+1 )uQVo)xe"
N+1
Integrating the differential equation for Uq we obtain
1 /N+1 N r N+1-r -rX
+ Z_ \ I v. ) v u e
^2 r(1-r) r ' o o
where u^(t), v^(t) are arbitrary functions of t to be chosen later.
The boundedness of x^ as T ^ « (i.e. £ 0) implies that the
coefficient of X in the above expression must be zero,
i.e. ^'(t) + u0(^)^+>' = while (5.14) with n=0 (after substitution
for xq and x^ ) requires that b^ uo0) + bg u1 (1) = p
uQ(t) = (B"K - N + Nt)~1//N
where B = u (l) is a root of b.B - b0B^+'' = /3 . (if N is even
o ' 12 ' o
1 1 /N
we need the further requirement that B < (—) ' .) The con¬
dition (5.13) is satisfied automatically, while (5.9) becomes
a1(uQ(0) + vq(0)) - a2VQ(0) = o< q
which fixes the initial value of vo(l0 providing a^ / a2 .
Apart from its initial value the choice of vo("0 remains open.
To 'simplify' subsequent steps in the expansion procedure, we
eliminate from x^(t,T) the term in T e c , i.e. we choose vo(t)
such that
v'(t) - (N+1) UQ(t)N vQ(t) = 0
Integrating this equation remembering that the value of v0("t)
t=0 is already fixed, we obtain
/.V ~aiB"' _g* N+1
vo(t^ =
1 2 o
where B* = uq(0) = (B ^ - N)
Thus/
31
Thus x (t,ir) = u (t) + v0("t) e U is completely determined. We
note in passing that the differential equations satisfied by uq and
vq could have been found, without integrating the differential
equation for x^, by equating to zero the term independent of tr and
the coefficient of e in the righthand side of (5.15).
The substitution for xq and x^ in the equation for x^ (5.8
with n = 1 ) gives
2N+1
x2Tt+x2-C= r« C2,r(t) e"ri"
where the C0 's are independent of X and in particular
, r
C2,0 = " Uo " U1 " (B+1) % U1 '
N 1 T\T
C0 . = -v" +v! - (N+1)N u.v u - (N+1)u v. .2,1 o 1 v ' 1 o o v / o 1
The elimination of the terms X and Xe L (sometimes called
the 'secular' terms) from x^ implies that C2 q and C2 ^ are both
zero. Thus u^ satisfies the linear differential equation
N
u" + u' + (N+1) u u, =0 , and
0 1 v ' o 1 '
v^ satisfies the linear differential equation
v' - (N+1) uN v. = N(N+1 ) u, v u^ ^ + v"1 v ' o 1 v ' 1 o o o
Further u^ and are completely determined by the boundary
conditions imposed on x^ . (5.14) with n = 1 yields
b1 u1 (1 ) + b2 u^ (1 ) = 1 ,
and substituting for u^'(i) we obtain
/31 -b2(N+l)B2W+1
u (1) = C =
b1 - b2(N+1)B
providing b^ - bg(N+1)Bn / 0 . Integrating the differential equation
for u^(t) we obtain
ui(t> = uoN+1 [ +f + (H+1> l0» T ] •
J3
(5.10) with n = 1 yields
N+1 , ,T .
alUl(0) +a1v1(0) + a1 J ( ) VQ(0)1 uo(0) + ~r
N+1 . -j»T . /-\T /~\N+1 -r /
+ a2u^(0) + a2vJ (°) - a2vi (°) ~ a2 2~ ( £ ) Vo U°" 1
Solving/
Solving we obtain v^(o). and integrating the equation for v^(t)
we obtain
r + ) (N+1 ) A>~a1B'\ N+1r C , ,,, , s Uo1< '" "7(0 7,"-72~ B' [pcr -1 +(H+1) 106 T ]N+1 v ' ' & B
where K is a constant (such that = v^(0) at t = 0) .
- N+1
, N+1 „ .
Thus x^t/T) = u1(t)+v1(t)e + Z" ( r )v_1 u + ~r2 r(1-r) o o
where both u^(t) and v^(t) are completely determined.
We can proceed in this way to obtain x^(t/r),x,(t,x),....,
the complexity of the terms increases at each step. In general
nN+1
_
x (t,r) = u (t) + v (t) eT+ Z c (t) e rLnN ' rv ' n ' r=2 nr '
where un(t), vn("t) satisfy (n > 1 ) linear differential equations
(N+1)! r0 r1 rnu" , + u* + > — ,s , --~1- U u. ,...u =0n-1 n r !r.!....r ! o 1 n
r. o 1 n
l
with b, u(l) +b0u'(l) = fX , and1 nv ' 2 n ' rn
vn-1 ~ VA + (N+1 ) Uo Vn + f(uo'u1 »•'' 'un' vo>V1»• * *vn-1 ) = 0
with vn(0) chosen to satisfy (5.10) . (f is the coefficient of
~~c
■ S <r-* (N+1)! rn rn . . u 7
6 in I ^ 7/^!...^! x0 Xn " (W+1) Uo Vn e 1 and 13
independent of v^ . )
We will shov/ by a direct application of the theorem set out in
chapter 3"that the series obtained in this way is such that
m
x(t,£) = xn(t,t;)£.n + 0(£n+1) ,
and X«(t,e) = Z-o X^(t,r) n + 0(em+1) + 0(en e~t//c) ,
for 0 < t < 1 , 0 < £ < £. . The assumptions are all met in this^ >> ? N, X O
case, and in particular assumption (p) becomes
a1 / a2
and b^ - bg (N+1 ) / 0 , both of which are met in the
expansion procedure.





series obtained i.e. X (t,£.) = z_ x (t,"c)C . Substitution
m n=o n '
into the differential equation for x(t,g.) yields
£X" + X' + Xn+^= ~(x + x ) + (x. + x + 2x + x + xN+1)
m m m o,T.-c o,xy 1 1 o,tx o,t o '
m-1
/ o <—-* I 11+ 1 ) !
+ 2L (x „ ,, + 2x , +x . + x . + x ,•+ > - \ '
r,_i n-1,tt n,tT n+1 ret n+1 .t: n,t r!...rn-i > ' 5 r. o n
i
+(x . . . + 2x , _+x ,+ 5~" (N+1)! ,ro _rm Nr.m ,^m+1Nv m-1 , tt m, to m,t ±- -~T T r XQ xm )e + 0(£ ) •
i o "" m
But u (t), v (t) are chosen so that the coefficient of £ m in the
m nf
above is 0(e L), and using this in conjunction with (5.6),(5.7)
and (5.8) with n=1,2,..., m-1, we obtain
£X" + X'+XN+1 = 0(£m e-2t/E) + o(em+1) .
m m m
Because of our choice of un0) an^- "^n exPansion
procedure we also have
<*(0 - &1 xn(05e) -u2x'e (0,c) = o(£m+1) ,
/3(e) - b1 x(l,e) - b2 Xp' (1,E) = 0(em+1) .
Thus applying the theorem with rj = £ K1+''
*(t,£) = xm(t,E) + o(eE+1) ,
and x'( t e)= X':i| (t,e) + 0(sm+1) + 0(£m e"t/E) .
By a similar analysis we find the same estimates hold for the
series obtained when the two-variable method outlined above is
applied to differential equations of the type
£ x" + (1 +£h(x,t,e) )x' + g(x; t,£) = 0
where x satisfies boundary conditions of the type (5.1 ),(5.2),
and g and h admit asymptotic expansions in powers of £ which are
uniform in x and t and Trtiose terms are regular in x and t . The
computations in the general case are of course much heavier.
Returning to the specific problem (5.0),(5.1),(5.2), we see that
when a2 = bg = 0 , a^ = b^ =1 , and and /3 are independent of £
(so that = oC , /3q ~ (3 ) s the first approximation obtained
by/
by the two-variable procedure above is exactly that obtained by
Willett [22], As Erdelyi [9] shows it one of the many possible
first approximations. Neither Erdelyi nor Willett consider
higher approximations.
I wish to thank Professor E:
friendly advice in the course of
and care he exercised in reading
delyi for his helpful and
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